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Abstract: The Integration of Process Planning and Job-Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) based problems is brought into a new scale with the smart 
manufacturing. Such NP-hard problem with high constraints mixed the categories of machine flexibility and the dynamic changing environment 
requirements of the manufacturing to be instant based on the current situation of manufacturing. The IPPS problem requires more objective oriented 
manner for better analyze. To obtain maximum beneficial as possible from the developed information based tools. With the aid of the common used 
meta-heuristic techniques in Process Planning and JSP based fields, the current study modifies a genetic based algorithm. The algorithm can be used 
with various objective situation  
 
Index Terms: Job Shop Scheduling Problem, Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problem (FJSP), Genetic Algorithms.   
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

With the arising of industry 4.0 revolution, industry targets 
smart manufacturing process through awareness environment 
which generated new terms in industry coined as digital-twin 
and cyper-physical manufacturing [1]. The manufacturing 
environment is no more isolated and depend on limited 
situations of working management. The developed new 
technological tools render more attention to the manufacturing 
environment dynamically changed information; i.e. machine 
energy consumption, material availability, jobs scheduling, 
process granularities, tool wearing. It, therefore, brought old 
terms of Process Planning and Job-Shop Scheduling Problem 
(JSSP) based into new configurations and interdependencies 
for more beneficial. Hence, the available information to the 
manufacturing process of a part design requires alternative 
solutions and updated configurations. The Integrated Process 
Planning and Scheduling (IPPS) owned the NP-hard 
complexity of its predecessors process planning and JSP, plus 
the instant environment complexity. In terms of optimization 
research, previous methods of process planning and job 
scheduling can be categorized to main terms: meta-heuristic 
based and mathematical modelling based [2], and due to the 
high constraints an integration between both appeared. Due to 
the constrained searching, the problem is no more a uniform 
search. Therefore, as expected meta-heuristic is the most 
common used searching methods by far along the three fields 
[3]. Initiated by a random exploring step, the methods trying as 
possible to balance between convergent and divergent 
concepts in the latter iterations.   Inspired by nature behaviors, 
meta-heuristic classified to physical-based, evolution-based 
and swarm-based [4]. In short, the three classifications adopt 
an initial random solution and updates that solution along an 
iterative procedure. Physical-based – such as s Simulated 
Annealing (SA) – accept a single initial solution. The 
procedure continued by exploring the candidate neighbor’s 
solutions. The latter classes approve a pool of solutions coded 

as chromosomes of genes. In evolution based – such as 
Genetic Algorithm GA – the initial pool divided into pairs of 
chromosomes represent parents.  The parents recombined 
producing another pairs of chromosomes – known as children 
– along cross-over and mutation procedures to brought off-
springs. The last class, swarm-based, imitates various species 
of insects and animals – such as Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). The lead role in 
swarm based derived by the queen; the highest fitness 
chromosome within the hive. The class shares some similar 
procedures as the evolution based.  

 
2 LITERATURE SURVEY 
The evaluation of each suggested chromosome is derived 
according to the objective function. Previous and current 
related studies employed different objective functions varied 
between make-span and energy consumption. However, large 
number of studies tend to deal with the FSJP as a single 
machine procedure. Since the make-span does not include 
neither machine tool change nor changing the part along 
different machines, besides, the states of machine. 
Exploiting, consumption-energy information of the machine, 
Tang et al. [5], developed an IPPS  based modified an 
optimization based genetic algorithm in two main stages. The 
former solution generated through a mathematical model. The 
model was utilized to create a pool of chromosomes to 
enhance the initiation step of the SA which represents the 
second stage.  The method used two-layer strings 
chromosome. The first part represents the alternative process 
plan gene-string, while the second codes the schedule plan 
gene-string. In a related scope [6], an integration of Hybrid 
Bee Mating Optimization (HBMO) and SA algorithms. The 
mentioned methods best suited for simple parts with no 
precedence part features constraints. Manufactured parts 
normally shared hierarchical dependencies between features. 
The large length of the used chromosome limited the used 
number of jobs and operations. In another IPPS problem, 
Barzanji et al. [7],  evaluates the solution effectiveness based 
on make-span. The study introduced a logic-based Benders 
decompositions. Barzanji defined the process plan and 
corresponding operation machines in a master problem. 
Another decision involved in sub-problem to optimize the 
sequence and scheduling. Fattahi et al. [8], discussed the 
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dynamic Flexible Job-Shop Scheduling Problem (FJSP) based 
on the unexpected manufacturing conditions. Fattahi optimizes 
the make-span in two stages algorithm based on GA 
employing two vectors represented the machine assignment 
and operation sequence. A multi-micro-swarm based 
optimization algorithm tackled FJSP. The algorithm focused on 
the interval make-span and high hierarchical dependencies 
between parts. Again, one final chromosome represents all the 
available operations corresponding to all present jobs [9].  In a 
single machine based manner, Li et al. [10] discussed a two 
stage of HBMO-SA algorithms. Employing energy profile 
based on tool changing, the algorithm tried to optimize the 
machine routing of features. The results showed good 
performance in small scale features. Trying to improve single 
machine routing in process planning, Liu et al. [2] investigate 
the integrated predictive maintenance. The idea beyond the 
study worth to be modified to be used in multi-machines as 
well single machine. The study used an integrated 
mathematical model used the prognostic and machine aging 
information to optimize the scheduling plan. To this end, JSP-
based problems can be discussed as a specified discrete 
searching space not a continuous.  In other words, swarm-
based optimization technique release velocity and speed 
calculations seeking thresholding point to deal with 
discretization. This manner brought the swarm-based into 
evolved-based with a kind of dynamic memory along produced 
generations. Nevertheless, applying multi-stages of algorithm 
targeting a preprocessing stage that generates non-purely 
random chromosome(s) to the next. This behavior of adopting 
non-purely random fed-solution is famous with SA and Tabu 
search algorithms to avoid local minima or maxima. However, 
achieving valuable results depends on the algorithm 
configurations plus the initial fed-solution. SA accepts both 
good steps and bad based on acceptance probability. Hence, 
searching the neighbors conditioned by the current step. At 
this point, and to the best of our knowledge, the previous 
studies in these fields process chromosomes regardless the 
feature precedence conditions. With such case, the algorithms 
will exhausted in time consumption and calculations searching 
over invalid solutions. And hence, the validity of the SA stage 
will be less beneficial.  Nevertheless, from a set of variable 
alternatives perspective, along history of earlier works ignored 
the manufacturing flexibility [11].  

 
3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION  
In standard FJSP, there is a set of jobs, J = 1, 2, …, N, with a 
corresponding features. Each feature can be served along 
alternative operations respecting to the process planning. By 
its turn the selected operation strategy can be assigned to 
feasible manufacturing machines and tools [12]. Therefore, the 
schedule optimized based on constraints among the 
operations and machines simultaneously. Moreover, The FJSP 
can be expanded to include machines state and new inserted 
jobs, bringing the IPPS problem to a new dynamic scale of 
flexibility. Formulating three stages of flexibility; machine 
flexibility, sequencing flexibility and processing flexibility [13]. 
Considering that JSP predecessor is NP-hard, besides the 
incorporated manufacturing violating constraints, the problem 
exceed the JSP complexity. Dealing with such problem in 
Meta-heuristic based algorithms affects the feature 
dependency sequencing through cross-over and mutation 
procedures. The result appears as invalid jobs 
chromosomes/solutions. Hence, the sequencing generated 

iterations will continue computations over illegal candidates 
affecting the running time and the optimization stopping 
criteria. 

 
4 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
Counting all possible operations-machines alternative 
solutions, the proposed methodology employed two stages of 
meta-heuristic based. The first stage relying on GA-Hives. The 
GA-Hive import the communication memory element of the 
PSO in order to enhance the GA implementations. And in a 
step to enhance the GA stopping criterion, the GA-Hive 
functioned in a corrected chromosomes which takes job 
features dependencies into consideration. The second stage, 
applied the neighbors searching algorithm SA to seek optimum 
solution as possible. The Chromosome coding strategy of the 
proposed algorithm is derived from [11] and [13] based on Kim 
et al. [14]  process plans network. Due to the availability of the 
suggested chromosome with varied number of simultaneous 
jobs contains different scales of operations number. Hence, 
the final job-machine chromosome can handle varied scales of 
FJSP as standard or dynamic based problems. The used 
evaluation function considered make-span in terms of part 
machining and machine configurations preparing. The main 
steps of the suggested procedures appears in Fig. 1, starting 
by pool-initialization as below. 
 
4.1 GA Initialization 
According to the data of the jobs to be done within a station, 
the GA procedures flows as the following described steps: 

Step 1: The initial features-string is randomly selected. 
Step 2:  Repeat Step 1 for each job. 
Step 3 (Chromosome correction Step): Respecting the 

feature’s dependencies array of each feature, determine the 
feature location within candidate chromosome and also the 
dependencies locations. Compare between the feature’s 
location and minimum and maximum dependencies’ locations. 
Check the feature preceding validity, if not valid a movement 
step replaces the location as follows: 

                               
   
(1) 

Where loc(f) represents feature location and loc(i) stands for 
the maximum location value of the dependencies array.  

Step 4: According to the resulted features-string and the 
available alternative operations strategies a random operation 
strategy-string is generated.  

Step 5: In correspondence to step 4 the machines-
chromosomes are created. 
 
4.2 Hive Generating 
In normal GA algorithms, the pool of chromosomes is sorted 
according to a criteria – usually the fittest in an ascending 
order – and respecting to that the matting done. This higher 
the algorithm probability to fall into a local maxima/minima, as 
a result of enclosing the exploration scope. In order to keeping 
the progress of pooling divergence, the discussed study 
progress as follows: 
Step 1: Distill the list of corrected individuals into groups of 
sub-pools.  
Step 2: Determine the best local individual respecting the 
previous selected and the current group chromosomes to be 
promoted. 
Step 3: Compare the local best to the global best, if achieved 
higher fitness replace it. 
Step 4: Run GA upon each group. 
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Step 5: Resort group and randomly select chromosomes to 
migrate from a group to another in a ring structure.  Try to 
avoid best chromosomes for divergence demands. 
Step 6: Repeat steps 2 till 5 and define a limitation to group 
expanding if needed. 

 

 

4.3 Cross-Over and Mutation Procedure 
Cross-over procedure varied from single point cross-over to 
multi-points which described in more details in [15]. Regarding 
to the feature-string, the cross-over done by shuffling genes 
between two random selecting points. As shown in fig. 3. 
Since the features are specified points and discrete, the 

mutation is a swapping procedures between random two 
points. It is worth to be mentioned that the correction operation 
is already include a swapping procedure. Thus, swapping is 
done if no need for correction upon the features-string 
dependencies array.  

 
The main mutation of the algorithm appears in machine 
selection level migration level. 
 
4.4 Fitness Function 
The fitness function evaluates each individual respecting to 
the make-span time. In real manufacturing process, it is not 
only the part machining time, but the machine/tool 
configuration as well that count. Therefore, the whole period 
should be included. In terms of software programming, the 
algorithm design to gain kind of history through jobs, features 
and machines. In such case, the calculations done respecting 
the previous record of the machine last feature and job. 
Hence, in case of changing machine tool or adopting a 
different job, the time penalty increased.  The total make-span 
is presented as: 

                      
   
(2) 

Where Tfm is the feature machining, TTc Tool change time, 
and finally, TJt is the job transmission time. 

 
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As a benchmark of IPPS to test the suggested idea with 
different considerations. The proposed technique lunched 
using Lenova y70-70 of 16 GB RAM and Core-i7. While the 
designed software benefited from Anaconda-Python 
environment (Spyder – 4.1.4) as software environment and 
language best suited for large data analysis, taking 
advantageous of Object-Oriented-Programming. The designed 
built-in library deals with problem in terms of specified classes. 
In such case, a recorded class used as a history for the last 
archived machine, operation, and job. To encapsulate the 
dynamic environment of the manufacturing, the archived, 
chromosomes and fitness classes have the ability to generate 
a new arrival job and forward its data to be combined with the 
current running jobs. Furthermore, any machine state change 
directed to the machine and operation classes to update the 

Figure 1. Cross-Over Operator 
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job flows conditions. The performance is tested upon varied 
groups of data obtained. The data grouped into highly 
interacted jobs; multi-jobs multi-machines as case one which 
discussed in table 1. To set the configuration parameters, a 
comparison between numbers of values are tested. After many 
trials, SA parameters chosen to keep the probability of the 

worse solution as follows: Initial temperature = max difference 
on energy/natural logarithm of probability, the calculated value 
exceeded 5*10

9 
, the deterioration factor of 0.99 and 

decreased each iteration by 0.95, the termination criteria as 
1*10

-8
. Some of the trials among the three comparisons of GA-

based, GA-Correlated-based and GA-Hive-Correlated –based 
worth to be discussed in pictures as in table 2. Since there are 
eight jobs of six features, the trials designed to accept 
randomly selected chromosomes including the eight jobs 
altogether. Taking into consideration not to select the same 

chromosome more than once, to ensure divergent 
collocations. A penalty of 400 was added in case a 
precedence feature failure, to avoid unsuitable part production. 
Besides that, a penalty ranged from 5 t0 12 added to simulate 
transmission consumed time and starting time. 
 
The first row of the table represents three different trials of GA-
based with initial pool of 120 chromosomes termed as 60 
parents plus 60 children, and during a record of 500 iterations 

to study the parameter effect. As seen, the cost function highly 
varied till 1000 on average, due to the feature precedence 
conflictions. With initial population of 240 chromosomes, as in 
second row, the chromosomes more likely to hit low cost 
functions with less conflictions. 
 
Table 3 shows average samples of GA-Correlated – based 
results under the same mentioned conditions. As shown, at 
first row, with 120 corrected chromosomes, the generations 
evolved around legal solutions, reaching 240, the average 
solution recorded better values at earlier generations 
averaged under 100. Using SA as a second stage, the result 
achieved optimal result of 187 in average (ranged from 191 to 
173). Going through the suggested study, the migration 
conditions benefited from ring topology to transfer mutated 
chromosomes. Moving chromosomes with bitter make-span 
weaken local minimum effect. However, the cost was low 
exploitation for the space. The problem solved by not only 
migrate less candidate chromosomes but also higher one but 
in reverse ring order of the undesired chromosome order. 
Under the previous mentioned conditions, the obtained results 
almost reached optimality with no SA integration. 
As presented in table 3, the proposed method achieved 
average results of 187, 182, 178, 173, 170 seconds with 12, 
30, 60, 120 and again 120 respectively. The same promising 
results appeared with case 2 and case 3 of obtained data. The 
final scheduling data presented in Fig. 4. SA sequel almost 
obtained no change with resulted data under conditions of 120 
initial populations and GA-Hive. 

TABLE 2 
GA COMPARISON 

 

 

TABLE 3 
COMPARISON 

 

 

TABLE 4 
COMPARISON 
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In further to compare the designed program to the related 
previous studies, the data obtained by Li et al. [11] and [13]  
are included as a benchmark. The comparison done 
respecting to GA followed by SA, GA based corrected 
chromosome, also combined with SA and finally Hive-GA. The 
data obtained by the proposed results almost the same as the 

mentioned studies optimal results. Unless the proposed 
achieved it in earlier iterations and less population size. The 
comparison presented in table 5. 

 

6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
As discussed, the proposed study suggested a solution to the 
NP-hard complex problem of the IPPS. The solution 
considering the development done in the manufacturing 
environment utilizing data analysis tools. The suggested 
method relies on the meta-heuristic GA techniques. In step 
towards making GA more efficient, the study employed 
grouped GA as a hive structure. The results showed good 
results in terms of population size and number of iterations. 
The study will be continued to adopt parallel computing to 
enhance the consumed time. Either CPU or GPU 
parallelization both are promising to handle the suggested 
study beyond new fields. Plus, it is worth to maintain energy 
consumption information side by side with the make-span. 
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